
The Abandoned Husband Dominates  

 

1232 Jordan, Stop Acting! 

Once again, Randall had obtained the recognition of all the mutants! Not 

only that, it now included the purple mutants who refused to obey him, 

Grachev and Shirley! 

Jordan looked at Randall in surprise as well. He did not expect Randall 

to be able to turn the tables after his true strength was exposed. The 

strength of these two ferocious beasts was clearly above Randall’s. It 

was impossible for Randall to have domesticated them. 

Randall placed his hands behind his back and looked smugly at his 

Mutant Tribe family who had submitted to him. He snorted coldly. 

“Linus and Mike, only a little while ago, didn’t you say that I, a mere 

black mutant, am not worthy of being your Chief? Why are you changing 

your mind now?” 



Linus knelt on the ground and trembled. “Chief, please forgive us for not 

recognizing your strength. We didn’t know that you could tame such a 

powerful ferocious beast. Just this alone is enough for you to lead us!” 

Randall was not a petty person. He did not take revenge on Linus and 

the others. After all, he had been relying on them in the Mutant Tribe. 

Randall looked at Victoria on the stage and said, “I heard that today is 

the ceremony for Victoria to take over the position of Chief. Victoria, you 

must be dissatisfied that I snatched your position just like that, right?” 

Victoria glanced at the two beasts around Randall and gulped nervously. 

“No… No.” 

Randall smiled. “There are so many people supporting you as the leader 

of the mutants today, and they even set up such a grand arrangement 

for you. If I don’t defeat you and snatch the position of the leader, I won’t 

be able to do a glorious job as the leader. How about this? Let’s 

compete and see if your mental control can defeat my ferocious beasts. 

If you can make them listen to you, you can be the chief!” 

Randall patted the gorilla beside him and pointed at Victoria. “Go!” 



When the gorilla saw Victoria, its eyes immediately became fierce and it 

quickly jumped towards her! 

Everyone raised their heads again and perked up. They also wanted to 

see if Victoria could deal with Randall’s ferocious beasts. 

Victoria also became serious and activated her mental control on the 

gorilla. 

“Stop!” 

Victoria tried to stop the gorilla. 
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However, Victoria’s mind control was only effective on humans and 

couldn’t control the gorilla at all. The gorilla didn’t stop at all and jumped 

in front of Victoria. It raised its hammer and was about to smash her. 

“Ah! No!” 

Victoria also gave up on attacking and covered her head with both 

hands, begging for mercy. 



At that moment, Jordan, who was at the side, stood up immediately 

when he saw that. He stood in front of Victoria and raised his right hand! 

It seemed like he wanted to receive the gorilla’s hammer with his bare 

hands. However, Jordan wanted to create something out of nothing to 

deal with it. 

However, just as Jordan was about to create something out of nothing, 

Randall suddenly shouted, 

“Stop!” 

The mutated gorilla’s hammer hung in midair and stopped attacking. 

“Come back!” 

The mutated gorilla quickly retreated. 

Randall smiled proudly. “Now, everyone can see that no matter if it’s 

Grachev, Shirley, or Victoria, none of them are my match. Victoria, do 

you acknowledge me as the leader of the mutants?” 



Victoria’s heart was still beating fast after being frightened by the gorilla 

earlier. She nodded. “I agree. I will be your subordinate from now on and 

won’t covet the position of Chief anymore.” 

“Hahahahah…” 

Randall laughed crazily. 

Previously in the capital, he had finally vented his anger after being 

exposed by Jordan and scolded by his subordinates. 

The matter had come to an end. Randall continued to be the chief, and 

Victoria planned to continue staying in the Mutant Tribe. 

Jordan said, “I’m here to attend your Chief Succession Ceremony. Since 

this matter is over, I’ll be leaving.” 

When Victoria saw that Jordan was about to leave, she quickly went 

forward and grabbed his arm. “Jordan, thank you… for today.” 

Victoria was very touched today. Jordan had stood up to save her twice. 



The first time was when she was facing Grachev, and the second time 

was when she was facing the gorilla just now. Jordan stood up to protect 

her immediately, which moved her very much. 

Jordan smiled. “I didn’t do anything. There’s no need to thank me. 

Grachev and Shirley were defeated by Randall. It has nothing to do with 

me.” 

Jordan also wanted to receive Victoria’s gratitude. He also wanted 

Victoria to know that he had the ability to defeat Grachev and Shirley. 

Unfortunately, Randall did not give him the chance. 

Victoria looked at Jordan affectionately and said, “No matter what, thank 

you.” 

Victoria would not thank Jordan if he did not do anything. Under the 

circumstances today, it was enough that Jordan was willing to stand up 

and face Grachev. 

Jordan did not say anything else and prepared to walk down. 



When he saw Victoria looking at Jordan emotionally, Randall felt a wave 

of unhappiness. In his heart, Victoria was already his wife, so how could 

she still not forget his old lover? 

Randall went up the stage and walked towards Jordan on his own 

accord. He said, “Jordan, you did a good job pretending twice just now.” 

Jordan looked at Randall and said, “What do you mean?” 

Randall snorted. “What do I mean? Do you still need me to say it? 

You’re a Deity. You can predict what will happen next. Just now, you 

pretended to disregard your own life and stood up to fight Grachev to the 

death because you predicted my arrival in advance, didn’t you? 

Otherwise, how would you dare to fight with Grachev? You can’t even 

defeat a black mutant. A purple mutant torturing you is like cutting 

melons and vegetables! 

“I don’t believe you’ll die for Victoria. Victoria is already in your past, and 

Lauren is your only love now. Will you sacrifice your life for your old 

lover? That’s impossible! 



“Also, when my mutated gorilla smashed the hammer over just now, you 

also predicted in advance that I would stop in a hurry, so you stood up 

and wanted to block the hammer for Victoria, right? You bastard, you’ve 

really disgraced the family and the Heavenly Deities. You actually used 

your Heavenly Deity ability to cheat Victoria of her feelings and kiss 

her?! She’s your elder now!” 

As soon as Randall said this, the mutants also spoke up. 

“I was wondering why Jordan dared to stand up and compete with 

Grachev just now. It turns out that he predicted that the Chief would 

come in advance!” 

“He’s really good at pretending. This Deity’s ability is really awesome! 

Hehe, if it were me, I would also pretend like this in front of my old lover. 

It would seem so brave, right?” 

“That’s right. In any case, he won’t have to fight in the end. He can act 

however he wants before Chief arrives.” 

Randall’s speculation and the mutants’ words made Jordan furious 

instantly. 



In the past, when Jordan was fighting, he did have the habit of predicting 

in advance. This could ensure his safety and win rate. 

However, ever since he became a golden mutant, he did not bother to 

predict in advance. 

This was because he could easily win against opponents of a lower level 

than him. 

However, these people felt that Jordan only dared to do this because he 

had predicted Randall’s arrival in advance. 

At this moment, Salvatore stood up and said, “You’re the f*cking 

pretentious ones! Our Mr. Jordan has never bothered to do this! If you 

don’t believe me, let Grachev fight our Mr. Jordan. Let’s see if our Mr. 

Jordan can beat him!” 

Linus snorted coldly, “Salvatore, you green mutant, don’t find excuses 

for your master. Now that Grachev has been bitten by the two ferocious 

beasts of the Chief, he is no longer in his mutant state. If you fight now, 

what does it mean even if you win?” 

Salvatore gritted his teeth. “Damn it…” 



Salvatore also felt aggrieved for Jordan. 

However, Jordan did not care what others thought. He only cared about 

Victoria’s opinion. He looked at Victoria and asked, “Do you think I did 

that because I predicted Randall’s arrival in advance?” 

Jordan did not care what others thought of him, even if they thought of 

him as a despicable person. However, if Victoria thought so too, Jordan 

would really be disappointed! 

Victoria looked at Jordan with a complicated expression. 

1233 Randall’s Question! 

Jordan looked at Victoria without blinking, waiting for her answer! 

Victoria shook her head and slowly spoke. “No, I don’t believe that you 
were faking it. I could clearly feel that when you stood up for me just 
now, you completely disregarded your own life. I believe that you were 
willing to die for me! I also believe that our relationship in the past was 
deep enough to be engraved in your heart, so you’re willing to do this for 
me! 

“Jordan, I believe you!” 

Victoria chose to believe Jordan. However, Jordan felt a little awkward 
when he heard that. 

This was because Victoria was wrong. Jordan had never thought of 
dying for her. It was all her wishful thinking. 



Women always had such emotional thoughts. They mistakenly thought 
that the man who loved them would give up everything for them. 

However, the current Jordan was just as Randall had said earlier. 
Victoria was already in his past. Jordan would not do this for Victoria 
anymore. 

Jordan looked at Randall and said, “So what if I’m pretending? Didn’t 
you borrow two ferocious beasts from someone else to pretend to be 
powerful?” 

Last time, Jordan exposed Randall’s true strength. This time, he pointed 
out bluntly that Randall’s two ferocious beasts were borrowed from 
someone else and not his! 

Randall’s identity had been exposed by Jordan in the capital previously. 
It was obvious that he had gone to get reinforcements these few days. 
The two ferocious beasts were so powerful that they could even defeat a 
purple mutant. They were definitely not trained by a black-level Randall. 

Moreover, these two strange-colored ferocious beasts that he had never 
seen in the world reminded Jordan of the fiery red fox that was the 
female guardian of the Immortal Lake. 

Jordan guessed that Randall’s two ferocious beasts were borrowed from 
the female guardian of the Immortal Lake! 

Hearing this, Victoria and the mutants were also shocked. 

“Borrowed?” 

If these two ferocious beasts were not Randall’s but someone else’s, 
then it would be a little far-fetched for Randall to become the leader of 
the Mutant Tribe. 
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Randall was furious. “Nonsense! Who told you that I borrowed them? Do 
you think I’m as pretentious as you? I was the one who tamed these two 



beasts. Otherwise, why would they listen to me? Have you ever trained 
an animal? Do animals take orders from others?” 

Randall tried to explain the accusations. 

If it was someone else’s tamed beast, Randall indeed had no reason to 
control it. After all, he was only a black mutant. 

Randall did not let everyone continue to pay attention to this question. 
He quickly changed the topic, “Jordan, let me ask you, why were you so 
sure that I’m not a black mutant last time? How did you know about this? 
If you don’t tell the truth, don’t even think about leaving this place today!” 

Jordan scoffed softly. You want me to stay? 

Jordan couldn’t care less about these two ferocious beasts! 

However, at that moment, Dragon suddenly went forward and whispered 
into Jordan’s ear, “Not good, Master. The people outside just told me 
that Randall brought a lot of fighter jets and weapons of mass 
destruction this time!” 

“What?” 

Jordan was shocked. If it was just a competition of abilities between 
mutants, so what if Jordan fought the entire Mutant Tribe alone? 

However, if Randall used these biochemical weapons or missiles, it 
would be troublesome. 

Jordan did not bring any weapons this time. If they really fought, he 
would not be Randall’s match at all. 

Jordan looked at Randall and said, “Did you use the Rong family’s 
fighter jets and biochemical weapons?” 

Randall smiled. “The Immortal Lake is my territory to begin with. It’s only 
right for me to transfer some over to protect this place. Why? Are you 
afraid? You don’t have to worry about me throwing missiles here. I love 
the Immortal Lake and Mount Denali more than you do. I can’t bear to 



destroy the environment here. Moreover, to deal with you guys, my two 
ferocious beasts are enough!” 

Jordan clenched his fists. He wanted to capture Randall and the person 
helping him. Then, everything would be resolved. 

At that moment, with a whoosh, Rong Bingshao suddenly appeared in 
front of Jordan and questioned Randall. 

“Randall, did you steal this mutated tiger and mutated gorilla from the 
female guardian of the Immortal Lake?” 

Rong Bingshao had always been a die-hard fan of the female guardian 
of Immortal Lake. After seeing her once, he was completely infatuated. 

Earlier, when he heard Jordan say that Randall’s ferocious beast might 
have been borrowed, Rong Bingshao did not understand what he meant 
at first. After thinking about it carefully, he realized that Jordan was 
referring to the female guardian of the Immortal Lake! 

Randall was shocked when he saw Rong Bingshao. “Rong Bingshao? 
You’re not dead? Why are you here?!” 

It was only then that Randall noticed Rong Bingshao. Furthermore, from 
his speed, it was obvious that he was the mutant with godly speed! 

Victoria explained from the side, “Rong Bingshao has submitted to 
Jordan, and he’s Jordan’s subordinate now. Moreover, he went to the 
Immortal Lake too. He’s a black mutant now and has godly speed.” 

Randall found it unbelievable. “A descendant of the Rong family is 
actually willing to submit to the Steeles?” 

Rong Bingshao said, “You’re mistaken. Randall, I’m submitting to 
Jordan, not the Steeles. Tell me quickly, are your two ferocious beasts 
from the female guardian of the Immortal Lake?” 

“The female guardian of the Immortal Lake?” 



Randall was surprised and thought to himself, “The female guardian of 
the Immortal Lake that Rong Bingshao mentioned… Could it be the 
Moon Maiden? Damn it, he actually met the Moon Maiden. No wonder 
they know that I’m not a golden mutant! 

“Damn it. I wonder what the Moon Maiden said to them. However, they 
don’t even know the Moon Maiden’s name. They even call her the 
female guardian of the Immortal Lake. It seems like they don’t know 
much about her. No, I have to make them stay and ask Rong Bingshao 
about it!” 

After a pause, Randall said, “Rong Bingshao and Jordan, since you’ve 
come to participate in our Mutant Tribe’s grand event, don’t leave yet. 
Stay here for the night. I’ll make sure you’re entertained. By the way, I 
have something to ask you.” 

Jordan thought about it. He also wanted to know if Randall’s two 
ferocious beasts were from the female guardian of the Immortal Lake. 
What was Randall’s relationship with the female guardian of the 
Immortal Lake? 

Moreover, Jordan needed time to mobilize his combat strength outside 
just in case. 

Therefore, Jordan said, “Sure.” 

Jordan and the others were arranged to rest in an area while Randall 
was busy with the mutants. He punished Grachev and Shirley and 
controlled them. 

The gorgeous decorations of the succession ceremony were not 
removed. Instead, the succession ceremony became Randall’s return 
ceremony. Everyone sang and danced with the ferocious beasts to 
congratulate Randall’s return. 

At 6 pm, Randall sent someone to invite Jordan and the others out. 

Randall, Victoria, Grachev, Shirley, Linus, Jordan, Rong Bingshao, Park 
Sora, Dragon, Salvatore, and the others sat at a round table to eat. 



He thought that Randall would fly into a rage out of humiliation at Jordan. 
He did not expect Randall to still treat him warmly this time, serving him 
with good food and wine. 

However, Jordan could sense that Randall was doing it on purpose for 
Victoria to see. It was obvious that he was trying to please Victoria. He 
wanted Victoria to see how magnanimous he was as an uncle. 
Previously, Jordan had exposed him, but he still treated him with 
courtesy today. 

This was the maturity and stability of a mature man that many women 
liked. 

Although Victoria did not become the Chief, she was still very happy. 
She took the initiative to raise her wine glass, “Jordan and Randall, let’s 
have a drink.” 

Randall raised his glass and looked at Jordan with a smile. 

Jordan picked up his wine glass as well, and they downed the alcohol in 
one gulp. 

After drinking a glass of wine, Randall suddenly asked, “Rong Bingshao, 
you’re the one who told Jordan that I’m not a golden mutant, right? Who 
told you about this? Is it a woman? Is it a very beautiful woman who 
looks like a goddess?” 

1234 The Moon Maiden Is My Ex-Girlfriend! 

Jordan and Rong Bingshao were shocked. From Randall’s description, 
he seemed to know and have seen the female guardian of the Immortal 
Lake! 

Rong Bingshao was extremely excited. “That’s right! The female 
guardian of Immortal Lake is like a goddess. She’s very beautiful! You… 
know her?” 



Randall drank another glass of wine alone and smiled. “The female 
guardian of the Immortal Lake? Hehe, it seems like you don’t know her 
well. Actually, her real name is the Moon Maiden.” 

“Moon Maiden?” 

Rong Bingshao was excited. He had always called that woman the 
female guardian of Immortal Lake, but he still did not know her name. 

“The Moon Maiden? The Moon Maiden?” 

Jordan was curious too. Clearly, this was not a person’s real name. She 
had given it to him herself. 

Randall nodded. “That’s right. She’s indeed like a goddess descended 
down from the moon. Rong Bingshao, since you’ve seen the Moon 
Maiden, have you seen her ability to manipulate the weather?” 

Rong Bingshao was shocked again. “Yes! That’s right! She can fly and 
control the weather! How do you know so much about her? What’s your 
relationship with her?” 

At this time, Victoria couldn’t help but become curious as well. “Randall, 
who is this ‘Moon Maiden’ you’re talking about and the ‘Female Guardian 
of the Immortal Lake’? Why haven’t I heard you mention her before?” 

Grachev, who had yet to recover from his injuries, exclaimed, “There’s 
actually someone in the world who can fly? She can even control the 
weather. This person’s strength must be terrifying!” 

Shirley’s focus was a little different. “Do I want to know if she’s an Asian 
woman? How beautiful is she? Don’t tell me she’s had plastic surgery 
too?” 

Everyone at the table looked at Randall. The people at the other tables 
also looked over. 



Randall did not talk to Rong Bingshao in private. Instead, he spoke 
about this in front of everyone. Clearly, he wanted all the Mutants to hear 
it. 

Randall slowly said, 
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“The Moon Maiden… is actually a golden mutant.” 

Whoosh! 

Hearing this, there was an uproar. 

“There really are golden mutants in this world!” 

“Where is this Moon Maiden now?” 

“Oh my god, the most respected golden mutant in the world! When I see 
her, I must kneel down and acknowledge her as my master!” 

At the mention of the golden mutant, all the members of the Mutant Tribe 
revealed looks of admiration. 

Jordan looked at their expressions and thought to himself, ‘These guys 
actually worship the golden mutant so much. If they know that I’m a 
golden mutant, I’m afraid they’ll kneel down immediately!’ 

Jordan deliberately glanced at Victoria’s expression and realized that 
she was stunned too. She looked shocked and envious. 

Initially, Jordan did not know the Moon Maiden’s true strength. Now that 
he knew that she was a golden mutant like him, Jordan was relieved. 

If she was a golden mutant, Jordan was confident that he could compete 
with her. 

However, Rong Bingshao was not willing to accept this result. “A golden 
mutant? Is she just a golden mutant? She should be a goddess, the 
creator of this Immortal Lake, right? Randall, what right do you have to 
say that she’s a golden mutant? What’s your relationship with her?” 



In Rong Bingshao’ eyes, the Moon Maiden was obviously one level 
higher than Jordan and the others. 

Randall drank three glasses of wine in a row and sighed. 

He seemed to have thought of an unforgettable past and said, “The 
Moon Maiden… is my ex-girlfriend.” 

Everyone was shocked! 

Jordan, Rong Bingshao, and Victoria were all shocked. 

Ex-girlfriend? 

Randall and the Moon Maiden were in a relationship? 

Randall’s predecessor was actually the most respected golden mutant in 
the world? 

Randall said slowly, “Rong Bingshao, you returned to the past Immortal 
Lake and obtained your mutant ability, right? Indeed, at that time, the 
person in charge of the Immortal Lake was my ex-girlfriend, Moon 
Maiden. Actually, she watched me obtain my ability.” 

“That year, I barged into the Immortal Lake and obtained a mutant 
ability. At first, I didn’t discover the ability to tame ferocious beasts. I 
thought that I had obtained a useless ‘Iron Wall’ ability, so I gave up on 
myself and blamed myself. She was the one who took the initiative to 
come forward, find me, comfort me, and help me discover other 
potentials. 

“As time passed, we fell in love. Initially, I thought that she, a dignified 
golden mutant, would not fall in love with me. However, I did not expect 
her to love me deeply. She even got pregnant and wanted to give birth to 
my child. 

“After that, she handed over the Immortal Lake that she had been 
guarding to me and allowed me to take charge of it. That was how I 
managed to take control over the Immortal Lake.” 



Upon hearing Randall’s words, everyone was amazed. They did not 
expect him to have such a story. 

Victoria also looked at Randall in shock. She didn’t expect his ex-
girlfriend to be even more powerful than her. 

Jordan, on the other hand, kept analyzing the changes in Randall’s 
expression, trying to determine if his words were true through his 
expression. 

One had to admit that Randall’s disguise was top-notch. Jordan could 
not judge the authenticity of his words by reading his expression. 

Logically speaking, Randall’s words made sense. 

This was because when Jordan returned to the past, the Immortal Lake 
was indeed controlled by the Moon Maiden. The next person would be 
Randall. 

This meant that there was indeed a handover procedure between the 
Moon Maiden and Randall. The Moon Maiden would not have given up 
on this place for no reason. 

However, Rong Bingshao could not accept this. “I can’t accept it! I can’t 
accept it! The Moon Maiden should be a flawless goddess. How can she 
be your ex-girlfriend? She was pregnant with your child and almost gave 
birth to your child?! No, my goddess can’t be pregnant with someone 
else’s child. I can’t accept it!” 

Randall snorted softly. He could tell at a glance that Rong Bingshao liked 
the Moon Maiden very much. 

Randall looked at the Mutant Tribe brothers and said, “Brothers and 
sisters, I, Randall, am just a black mutant. I’m indeed not worthy of 
leading everyone. However, the Immortal Lake was handed over to me 
by my former love. For her, I can only temporarily be the leader of the 
mutants. I’ve wronged everyone. If the Moon Maiden is willing to return 
in the future, I’ll definitely give up my position immediately!” 



The Mutant Tribe brothers did not question Randall. Instead, they 
defended him. 

Grachev said, “Chief, please don’t say that. You and the Moon Fairy are 
a couple. It doesn’t matter which one of you becomes the Chief.” 

Shirley also said, “That’s right, even if you’re only a black mutant, just 
your ability to tame ferocious beasts is enough to become our Chief.” 

Jordan watched everything coldly. He knew his uncle well. Randall 
seemed to be honest now, but in fact, he had successfully controlled 
these subordinates. 

He had a golden mutant as his ex-girlfriend and the ability to tame purple 
mutant beasts. Who would dare to disobey him now? 

Jordan suddenly asked, “When I tested you at my house last time, I 
realized that the Immortal Water was a little golden. Does that mean that 
you might have a little golden bloodline in you? Did the Moon Maiden 
pass it to you? Can the golden bloodline be transmitted?” 

Randall nodded. “Jordan, you’re indeed very observant! That’s right, I do 
have golden blood in me. It was passed down to me by my ex-girlfriend, 
the Moon Maiden! Sigh, she really loves me. She said that she doesn’t 
want to be so strong as a woman. She’s even willing to pass on the 
golden bloodline in her body to me! But how can I be so selfish and ask 
for her ability?” 

Hearing this, many mutants were in an uproar. 

“Golden bloodline can be transmitted? Heavens, the Chief is too 
benevolent. He doesn’t even want a golden bloodline! If it were me, I 
would probably do whatever it takes to exchange for the golden 
bloodline! The Chief is really a good man!” 

Victoria also stared blankly at Randall, having a new opinion of him. 

“Randall’s ex-girlfriend loves him so much. He loves his ex-girlfriend too. 
I’m nothing compared to her.” 



Victoria thought that Randall married her because he coveted her purple 
ability. 

In fact, Randall’s ex-girlfriend was a golden mutant, and she even 
wanted to pass on the golden bloodline to him, but he didn’t want it. 

Jordan fell into deep thought as well. He drank his wine and thought to 
himself, “So the golden bloodline can be passed on to low-level mutants. 
If Victoria knows that I’m a golden mutant…” 

1235 There Are Other Golden Mutants? 

Fortunately, Jordan kept his cool and was not in a hurry to reveal his 
golden mutant identity. He also did not attack Randall and the mutants. 
Otherwise, it would be impossible for him to obtain such important 
information. 

The fact that the golden bloodline could be transmitted to low-level 
mutants meant a lot. 

All mutants below the golden level hoped and yearned for greater power, 
including Victoria. If she knew that Jordan was a golden mutant, she 
would definitely want to be with him again. 

In reality, if nothing had happened between Jordan and Victoria, what 
did it matter if Jordan sacrificed some of his golden bloodline to pass it 
on to Victoria? 

Unfortunately, the two of them had already separated. Jordan could not 
do that anymore. 

The relationship between Randall and Jordan was no longer as 
harmonious as before. There was no need for Randall to drink to his 
heart’s content with Jordan. He was only doing this for Victoria and the 
other mutants to see. 

Not long after, Randall stood up and said, “Alright, continue drinking. I 
won’t accompany you anymore. Victoria, accompany me to the helipad. I 
also brought a gift for you. You’ll definitely like it.” 



“A gift?” 

Victoria stood up as well. She glanced at Jordan and said, “Jordan, 
continue drinking. Rest at the Immortal Lake tonight. You can leave 
tomorrow morning.” 

Jordan nodded. “Sure.” 

Jordan could tell from Victoria’s eyes that she seemed to be sending a 
message. It was as if she was saying, “Don’t leave tonight. I have 
something to tell you.” 

After Randall and Victoria left, the other mutants also left. 

At this moment, Salvatore asked, “Mr. Jordan, do you think what Randall 
said is true? That the Moon Maiden is really Randall’s ex-girlfriend?” 

Dragon was the first to express his opinion. “I think it might be true. 
Everyone, think back. When we crossed over to the past Immortal Lake, 
we met the Moon Maiden. As a golden mutant, she had the ability to 
stop us from entering the Immortal Lake to obtain power. However, she 
did not do so. Instead, she flew away. 

“Salvatore and I definitely don’t have the right to keep the Moon Maiden 
away from the Immortal Lake. It must be because of Mr. Jordan’s 
identity. She knew that Mr. Jordan was Randall’s nephew, so she let him 
enter the Immortal Lake to obtain his ability.” 
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Jordan nodded as well. Dragon’s speculation made sense logically. 

However, Rong Bingshao drank a glass of wine and put it down heavily. 
“Impossible! Randall can’t be the Moon Fairy’s lover. Impossible!” 

Salvatore said, “Rong Bingshao, we all know that you have a crush on 
the Moon Maiden and don’t want to accept this fact, right? Let me ask 
you, if the Moon Maiden isn’t doing this for Randall’s sake, why did she 
let us enter the Immortal Lake?” 



Rong Bingshao looked at Jordan and said, “I once mentioned the name 
Randall in front of the Moon Goddess. When she told me that Randall 
was not a golden mutant, her expression did not change at all. She did 
not look like she had a boyfriend like him at all! 

“Jordan, after I was killed by you last time, I’ve been reading Chinese 
books, such as I Ching, Illustrations of the gods, and so on. I’m pretty 
good at reading people now!” 

Jordan smiled. How could he understand these classic Chinese books? 

Rong Bingshao continued, “Also, the Moon Maiden seems to have 
deliberately turned you into a golden mutant. She seems to know that 
you are a golden mutant. This matter has nothing to do with Randall! 

“Perhaps she secretly used the Immortal Water to test you and found out 
that you were a golden mutant. Then, she asked me to return to the 
Immortal Lake in the past and obtain the mutant ability because she 
knew that after I obtained the ability, I would definitely take revenge on 
you. Once I took revenge on you, you would definitely know the 
existence of the Time Gate. Then, you would be able to go over and 
obtain your mutant ability! That must be it!” 

Jordan frowned at Rong Bingshao’ complicated deduction. “The Moon 
Maiden is a golden mutant. With her ability, it’s easy for her to control the 
mutants and occupy the Immortal Lake. If she really wanted me to 
become a golden mutant, why would she go through so much trouble to 
let me travel through time and space to return to the past Immortal 
Lake?” 

Salvatore also said, “That’s right. This doesn’t make sense at all. Rong 
Bingshao, don’t make wild guesses. Randall must have an affair with the 
Moon Maiden. These two ferocious beasts were also borrowed from the 
Moon Maiden. Mr. Jordan, that Moon Maiden is unfathomable. 
Moreover, Randall said that the golden bloodline can be transmitted. I’m 
guessing that that woman might have ill intentions towards you!” 

Dragon also said with a serious expression, “Yes, be careful! The Moon 
Maiden knew that you were going to become a golden mutant, but she 



did not stop you. This means that she is confident that she can defeat 
you when she fights you!” 

Jordan took two sips of wine and said, “I have to find the Moon Maiden 
as soon as possible. I can’t let her hide in the dark and keep an eye on 
me. This feeling is very uncomfortable.” 

He recalled that when he jumped into the Immortal Lake that day, he 
knew that someone was watching him secretly. Although he had 
obtained a golden ability, he felt very uncomfortable. 

Suddenly, Jordan said, “That’s not right. If Randall borrowed the two 
ferocious beasts from the Moon Maiden, the Moon Maiden would 
probably tell Randall that I’m a golden mutant. However, judging from 
Randall’s attitude towards me just now, it’s obvious that he still treats me 
as a Deity who can only predict the future.” 

Salvatore patted his head. “Yeah, what’s going on? Is Randall lying? 
Didn’t he borrow the beast from the Moon Maiden?” 

The Dragon said, “Could it really be as Randall said? The ferocious 
beasts were tamed by him, and the fox we saw the Moon Maiden that 
day was also given to her by Randall?” 

Jordan shook his head. “Although there’s no concrete evidence, 
according to my intuition, Randall must have borrowed these two 
ferocious beasts from someone else. If he didn’t go to find the Moon 
Maiden, it means that he has another helper who’s not inferior to the 
Moon Maiden!” 

Hearing this, everyone gasped. 

Salvatore exclaimed. “F*ck, a helper that’s not inferior to the moon 
maiden? Could it be that there’s a second golden mutant? Including Mr. 
Jordan, there are three of them! Gods fighting? F*ck!” 

Jordan held his wine glass and thought to himself, ‘Apart from me, it’s 
not impossible for there to be a few golden mutants. Damn it, why are 
you guys, who have long obtained golden abilities, hiding in the dark…’ 



If anything, Jordan thought that he was already low-key enough. Today, 
his ex-girlfriend was in trouble. He could endure it until the end and did 
not do anything. 

However, the other golden mutants seemed to know how to hide 
themselves well. 

Just as everyone was discussing Randall’s secret partner, Park Sora 
suddenly said, “Alright, stop guessing. Anyway, Randall definitely has a 
golden mutant backing him. There might be one or several of them. 
Anyway, he didn’t do anything to us today, and he even invited us to 
drink. Let’s not provoke him. 

“Right, why don’t everyone guess what gift Randall gave Victoria? Hehe, 
I saw Randall’s expression just now. He seemed very excited and 
confident. It seemed like Victoria would definitely like it after seeing it. 
She might even want to return to his side, hehe. Why don’t we guess 
what gift Randall will give to Victoria?” 

 


